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In recent years a common analysis of topological properties

of gauge field configurational space and their connection with

the anomalies of classical theories [1-5J is made. Anomalies

of currents, resulting from quantum corrections determine a

term in effective lagrangian corresponding to breaking of the

given symmetry. Wess-Zumino term of the effective lagrangian

provides the breaking of chiral symmetry. This term has a topo-

logical meaning. In Ref.[6j Wess-Zumino actions are constructed

for nonlinear 6-models on uniform spaces G/H in arbitrary

dimensions.

In 2-dimensional models of chiral fermions in external

fields the effective lagrangians are completely determined by

gauge [7] or conformal and Lorentz anomalies [8,9] .

In the present work fermions (Dirac and Weyl) on 2-dimen-

sional surface, embedded in a 3-dimensional space, are investi-

gated (the difference between Euclidean and Minkovski spaces

is insignificant here). The Dirac action induced on 2-dimensi-

onal surface has reparametrization and conformal invariances,

and also is invariant under the local rotations of tangent vec-

tors of the surface (local Lorentz invariaace). The local

Lorentz. invariance is violated by the use of reparametrizatio-

nal-invariant regularization (according to the results of Refs

[2,3,8,10] ) which leads to the Wess-Zumino term, the struc-



ture or which at d = 3 is determined by the Hopf invariant

of S
3
—"" S* map. The conformal invariance is also broken

leading to the Liouville action.

The Dirac action, induced on a 2-dimensional surface embed-

ed in a 3-dimensional space, is determined by lagrangian
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where Jfet
 =
 9^ X ^ are the induced Dirac у -matrices,

Q^n = в̂ Х Эр Xji, is the induced metrics,

__ 1 / fl

is the induced spinor connection, П.- П ^ , Л is

the normal vector of the surface. The lagrangian (1) is invar-

iant under local rotations of tangent vectors around the normal

vector and under simultaneous rotation of spinors

where Л 0
 е
 S0(2) , S is an operator corresponding

to rotation in spinor presentation.

Introducing tetrads 6
a
 , e

ao(
, e p = g „ф , let us write

the lagrangian (1) in tetrad formalizm:
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'standard spinor connection, 6
a
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 S3 are the Pauli matrices.
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The action (4) is invariant under the conformal transformations

ej —A"'e£ , у — л
1/г
ч>. (6)

It is easy to check that operator D (4) anticommutates

with the matrix П , which allows to determine chiral fermi-

ons:

Reparametrization invariance allows one to choose 6
Q
at in

the form

Then Dirac operators of chiral fermions have the form

(8)

x'he effective action of chiral fermions formally is equal to

W = En det DL . (9)

Let us calculate the variation of W under the change of in-

dependent variables P and SL



Regularizing this expression by the proper time cut-off one

obtains

e

The operators <£)± , determined in (8), satisfy the following

relations:

where <®a differs from <Z>a by the sign before S±f>

Therefore y*jf-~ л

(13)

The second term does not contribute to (12) because of the

property Dp. у" = О

Using (8) one will obtain for Sj)
L

(14)

Substituting (14) into (11) and using (12), (13) one obtains

the equation

-гей-Л+ -ге»+Я)_

flere Cim б and tim e are the

е-* о е -*̂ о _

зего Seeley coefficients of operators Л _ £>'+ and 2)+ fi)_

which can be calculated using the formulae presented, for ins-

Lance, in Ref. [11]



Clm e = citn В
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where R is the Gaussian curvature of the 2-dimensional

surface. The divergent term in (16) determines the local poly-

nomial over p and Si. , which can be neglected in

regularized W .

Using relation [jf* , #""]
 s
 2n , one obtains for

tl?e regularized W
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Equation (17) shows that the conformal and Lorentz symmetries

of classic lagrangian are broken by quantum fluctuations.

So, one has

'.18)

Integration of the second term in (17) gives the Liouville

action [12]

It will be shown now that the integration of the first term

gives the Wess-Zumino action which is determined by the Hopf

invariant of the map Л.: S
3
 —»- S

2
 .

Let us consider the 2-form Ойг on S
a

&г = iW
 t r a d n л dn

 (20)



The map Si.: S3 ^^ S£ induces the exact 2-form on S :

/*(&>«) = ^ f t r n Э̂ гг dvn dxP Adx v

? (21)

where f* ,v = 1,2,3 , **" are the coordinates on S
2
 .

To show the exactness of the form f (ffii) , let us make the

following transformation:

p. * SIT* 6 3 Л ,

The matrix JJ. is determined up to the left multiplication

by the matrix of rotation around n , Substituting (22)

into (21) one has

(23)

where

1

Я(Й
 =
 JW trb

3
 л â, л . (24)

The invariance £ (.<&z) under the local rotations around

the normal vector manifests itself in the fact that -Яр trans-

forms like the U (1)-gauge field.

Really, for the infini-

tesimal transformation -Si. —•" -Ы- "»

1
 ^

 Я
 с c-1

 ( 2 5 )
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Since only the П -containing part of SL dp SI. contributes

8



ito ,flju (24), it is not difficult to see that

г n л
"
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It follows from above that the value

H* J f*(cOt)ACOi=•Jfl^vil* £^Xd3X (27)
s3

is invariant under any variations of Si- . H is called

Hopf invariant.

The Wess-Zumino action, being an integral of the first term

in (17), is determined in the usual way [13] • Integrating the

Hopf integral density over the hemisphere S of boundary S 2

one obtains

( 2 8 )

Using the relations (24) and (26) it is easy to show that the

variation 5WHon£ is equal to the first term in (17). For an

effective action of W one obtains

In conclusion, we have calculated the effective action for

the induced Dirac theory of chiral fermions on 2-dimensional

surface eebedded in 3-dimensional space. It is given by the

expression

( 2 9 )



where R is the intrinsic curvature, Д is the scalar

Laplacian, the field Яр is determined in Sq.(24). There

is no Lorentz anomaly for Dirac fermions and thus, the effectivfe

action will contain only the Liouville term with a coefficient
l

two times larger than that in the action for chiral fermions.

The authors would like to thank S.G. Matinyan, S.P. Novikov,

P.B. Wiegmann and especially A.M. Polyakov for helpful and

stimulating discussions.
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